
A Model for Writing

1. Settle on your big idea (small ideas are for blogs)
2. Break the project into small pieces
3. I work with a mix of ‘seat of your pants writing’ and ‘full outline’.
4. Construct your outline

a. Put interesting characters into difficult situations and write to find out what happened.
5. Begin in the Medias Res - in the midst of things. Avoid too much scene setting at the start.
6. Trigger the theatre of your reader’s mind - i.e. suggest just enough to engage the reader’s imagination. Focus

on showing rather than telling,  Don’t say a character is short, describe people looking down.
7. Manage ‘the marathon of the middle’

a. Don’t quit.
b. If it’s boring to you, then it is.
c. Construct plot setups that will result in payoffs as the book progresses.

8. Set a firm writing schedule with a firm deadline.
9. Conduct your research - specificity leads to credibility in fiction.  Fiction needs to be believable.
10. Write a compelling ‘reader first’ opener.

a. FIrst line/paragraph that is A Dramatic Statement, Surprising, Philosophical, Poetic.
11. Fill the story with conflict and tension.
12. Bring it all to a head - where all the major plot setups are paid-off.
13. This climax is, however, not the end.  The end must tie up the loose ends - and also give an emotional hit.
14. Write a resounding ending - give it the time it deserves and go for the most emotional.  It is essential to give

the end of the book the time and concentration it requires.
15. Characters: -

a. What do they want?
b. What or who is keeping them from getting it?
c. What will they do about that?
d. To be unforgettable a character must be believable - inject them with authenticity.
e. Characters must stand out. Name characters differently - and make them look and sound different.
f. A central character must also have flaws, but not annoying ones.
g. There needs to be a protagonist and an antagonist - with believable reasons and motivations.
h. Have unforgettable characters, who become heroic, and evolve as a result of their experience.

16. Plunge the central character into terrible trouble as soon as possible.
17. Progressively make things worse for the central character - until the predicament appears hopeless.
18. The central character then becomes heroic to win the day.
19. The more hopeless you can render the central character’s situation, the more powerful the ending.
20. Determine the ‘point-of-view’ character - from whose perspective you tell the story - who is ‘holding the

camera’.
21. Have one 'prospective character’ per scene - at the most.
22. Turn off your internal editor whilst writing.  Only edit the next (at the very least).
23. Become a ferocious self-editor.  Polish the manuscript to the point that you’re happy with every word. This is

the only way a publisher will take notice.


